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?The Chilean painter Roberto Matta (1911-2002) became part of a French surrealist group in 1937. The follow-
ing year, Matta stayed at Trévignon with his painter friend, Gordon Onslow-Ford. They read and discussed 
Tertium Organum, written by the Russian philosopher P. D. Ousupensky (1878-1947). Onslow-Ford recalled, “we 
were then reading Tertium Organum by Ouspensky. His conception of space-time, and his creature’s conscious of 
different dimensions were very inspiring.” This current work examines the influence of Ouspensky on Matta’s 
paintings and thoughts.
?In his work titled “Psychological Morphology,” Matta described his paintings as graphics of movements and 
changes of psychological energy. Movements and changes become possible in time. Matta, however, described 
time as a metaphor of space: in essence Matta spatialized time in his paintings. This is the fourth dimension in 
Matta’s paintings. A common characteristic shared in a series of paintings Matta created from 1938 to 1944 is this 
fourth dimensional expression. Ouspensky’s ideals greatly influenced Matta’s paintings. Just before he wrote 
“Psychological Morphology,” as noted above, Matta read and discussed Ouspensky’s Tertium Organum with 
Onslow-Ford.
?In Tertium Organum, Ouspensky sought to resolve the Kantian problem of time and space. He described the 
fourth dimension as a geometric and psychological analogy between the first dimension and second dimension, 
and the second dimension and third dimension. According to Ouspensky, “time” in lower dimensions becomes 
“space” in higher dimensions. “Time” for man as a third dimensional being will become “space” in the fourth 
dimension. For Ouspensky, this is the spatialization of time in the fourth dimension for Ouspensky. Matta’s spatialization 
of time is influenced by this idea. This is evident when Matta spatialized time through space itself rather than the 
repeating and continuing of objects in space that characterized Marcel Duchamp and Óscal Domínguez.
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